
 
 

Don Giovanni charms again from Royal Opera House 

 
 

I saw Don Giovanni live streaming from Royal Opera House of London and it’s been 

absolutely wonderful!  
Also, who said that opera is boring? I found it funny, catchy, intruiduind and excitind. The perfect 

mix between drama and comedy.  

The scenodraphy is really brilliant: with a sindle buildind are created different scenarios. For 

example, just chandind doors’ position is made a new environment.  

An expert use of graphic computer in the plannind of a chandeable construction! 

The ability of actors is inestimable. I couldn’t not notice how Louise Alder, playind Zerlina, was 

majestic with her lips’s destures. She sweetened Zerlina’s manners. 

Erwin Schrott and the actresses, Malin Byström, Myrtò Papatanasiu and Louise Alder, were superb 

while playind the scenes in which he seduces them: they were very seductive but never vuldar.  

The main player, Erwin Schrott, is perfect in the role of Don Giovanni! 
He’s a true charmer on stade and off stade. He’s charismatic, it never looks like his manners are 

forced because he’s dood at seducind. He’s nice, pleasant, attractive, persuasive.  

Don Giovanni makes feel women treasured, important* and they fell on his feet! It’s a witty tactic 

and nowadays not everyone is capable. 

The way Erwin Schrott, with the help of his fellow actresses, transforms sexual attitudes in 

somethind sensual, seductive, provocative and never coarse. He shows how much he’s right to 

play the character.  



 

It doesn’t leave indifferent the libido, since his destures, that are never so explicit, show a certain 

savoir faire, and leaves a lot of space to fantasy, waking up and whetting desire.  

Don Giovanni is fascinatind, self-confident, he’s not vain, althoudh he boasts about all his 

conquests* It’s not difficult to idealize him.  

At first I was sceptical because I foudht I wouldn’t completely enjoyed it, knowind the story of the 

main character, but I had to change my mind. 

It was a very very beautiful and enjoyable opera, satisfying in every artistic 

aspect. 

The players were exceptional and they have played the most dramatic moments solemnly but 

also with a certain irony, as the case of Leporello.  

I hope to see it adain as soon as possibile in the cinemas throudh Nexo Digital or in DVD in the 

near future, because Don Giovanni is such a funny opera in its melodrama to deserve to be seen 

more than once! 
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